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Build the model
Understand the science
Make it relatable
Use the demo
Why does it matter?
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Kickback – occurs when the grinding wheel is pinched by the 
material it is cutting
Energy follows the path that is the least restrictive 
 Non-pinched wheel = energy moves in the same direction of the 
spinning wheel cutting through the material
 Pinched wheel = friction between the grinding wheel and pipe 
cause the wheel to stop. The energy in the spinning wheel no longer 
moves with the wheel, instead it switches direction. The energy 
moves in the least restrictive manner, which is back out of the cut
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Grinder kickback occurs when cutting or grinding metal 
pipes and beams. The same effects can happen with 
circular, table, and reciprocating saws when cutting timber 
materials
Question to ask – “Why do you think this matters?”
 Grinders can kickback and cut the operator, other workers in the 
area, or may cause workers to lose balance

Question to ask – “Has this happened to anyone?”
 If so, did it occur much faster then the demo?
What were the outcomes; medical care, missed work, etc.
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 Positioning the demo so rotation of 
the grinder wheel is parallel to the 
ground makes the kickback easier 
to demonstrate

 Push the pipe straight into grinding 
wheel until kickback occurs. The 
pipe can also be pushed until it 
makes contact with the grinding 
wheel and then twisted 
perpendicular to the grinding wheel 
to pinch the wheel and cause 
kickback
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 The presenter can initially demonstrate the action.  Then, have 
members of the audience test the demo so they can experience 
kickback

 It is important for the audience to understand the grinder moves since 
the force of the grinding wheel pushes it out. This is why twisting the 
pipe should be demonstrated

 Avoid using soft metals, they lack the ability to produce kickback. 1” 
standard black pipe (3 foot length) was found to work well.

 After the presentation, check if the presentation taught the workers:
 Ask: How can we use this out on site? 
 Hopefully answers provided are ways to notice when kickback can occur and ways to possibly stop it. 
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Grinder Kickback can occur very quickly and with little 
notice. It can be prevented easily by taking necessary 
precautions
Keeping ourselves safe
 Ensure the material is properly supported to prevent it from 
pinching grinding wheels and saw blades
Wear appropriate PPE when grinding such as leather gloves, safety 
glasses, and additional protective clothing to exposed body parts
 Keep additional hand grips and shields on grinders
Make sure grinding wheels are in good working order
 Use grinders with kickback preventive features
 Automatic kill switches vs grip or manual switches
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